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Root Board Game APK 1.25.0 (27 MB)Root board game OBB 1.25.0(120 MB) Additional information Requires Android4.1 and up DeveloperDire Wolf DigitalEditor's Choice This is a cartoon hand-drawn style strategy game, changed from board games. You must lead your stray cat team into the game against the
ferocious rule of marquis cat in the woods. You must survive in the forest by fighting for territory to drive out the enemy. The game uses a turn-based combat method. You must allocate your limited soldiers reasonably and build new fortifications to block the enemy. Get the final victory. Download APK and OBB root
board game files for free. Experience the ultimate board strategy game that used to be very popular on Console platforms and PCs. Table of Contents [ShowHide]Root board game builds a storyline based on the conflict between animals in the forest, in order to find the true king of the jungle. Before, the forest was very
peaceful. All creatures can live together and enjoy the resources that nature brings. However, Marquise de Cat – a cat awning has won greed, wants to dominate the forest and dominate all the animals here. One of them was arrested, and this anger everywhere. Several factions were formed, with the aim of regaining
the forest and chasing the Marquis de Cat out of the jungle. GameplayRoot Board Game is a strategy game, adapted from the version previously released for Console and PC. For the most part, the gameplay and its rules have not changed much. You must lead your cat team to fight against the rules Marquise de Cat
introduced. Try to fight to survive in the forest, set your tactics and distribute your strengths properly. The developer of Root Board Game has revealed that their game is tactical, for experienced players. Players who lack knowledge, rely only on luck can not win. Perhaps, you will soon believe this when the situation in the
game is constantly changing, requiring you to make a conscious move so as not to be defeated. Overall, Root board games are a tough strategy game but have a pretty easy strategy. It is also adapted to an actual card game where everyone can sit down and play together. As for the digital version we are talking about, it
has a series of tutorials for beginners. Where you can also learn new things, about your device's capabilities, and how to perform attacks. Root Board Game uses a turn-based combat method. During the battle, you need to distribute soldiers to areas of the forest appropriately. Meanwhile, continuously build structures
and recruit more forces to stop the enemy. There are many factions in the forest, and they were not on the same side. Therefore, conflicts will constantly occur in your revolution. Eyrie Dynastics were the first. They call themselves the guards of the forest, their ancestors have lived here since the beginning, so they
deserve to be leaders. They will Attack you, so building a line of defense to stop eyrie dynastics is the first thing you need to do. In addition, the Forest Alliance, which prevents you from exploiting resources and bringing your empire to an underway. Therefore, you must defeat them, and replenish your strengths and
occupy their space on the map. Here is the best proposal of the system I have received in my experience. Vagabond is a problem if you have no control. They are hucksters, can cause your empire to crumble and take all the resources you have! ModesRoot Board Game can experience both online and offline modes. In
offline mode, players will compete with the game's AI, along with customization in three levels: difficult, medium and easy. In online mode, players can connect with their friends or real players to fight together. This feature is inherited from its predecessor, and requires the player to have a stable internet connection.
GraphicsRoot Board Game is truly a digital masterpiece for a board game for Android. Almost every scene and object in the game is designed to look like it's drawn. This game is invested very carefully when the battles appear in a very violent way, even though it is only a strategy game. The image effect and angle of
rotation change continuously. At the same time, the background music tracks also change to create a sense of uniformity, smoothness. How to install Root board game APK + OBBLoad both the game's APK and OBB files. Extract the file com.direwolfdigital.root.zip. Copy the com.direwolfdigital.root folder to the
Android/obb folder. Install the APK file. Download root board game APK free for AndroidRoot board game has been released on Android operating system. This is really an event to look forward to this year, and most fans can experience the game on their mobile phones, instead of on PC, Console or buy a set of cards
from the publisher. It is even more desirable that root board game is completely free to download. We have provided a link to the game file at the bottom of this article. Follow us to get the latest updates in the future. Overview: Play games your way! GameGuardian is a game cheat/hack/change tool. With it you can
modify money, HP, SP and more. You can enjoy the fun part of a game without suffering from its unseasonable design. Requires Android: 2.3.3+ Root your Android device in seconds Root your device with just one tap Check if you have a 'rooted' device Excellent management tool for superusers Get a leg up in your
favorite video games Pick up the best tips and tricks for your game App that shows your stored WiFi password Главная»Игры»Настольныне»Root board game Root Explorer apk is the most ultimate, powerful, powerful, most functional and useful file manager for root users. Root explorer apk allows you to access the
entire system including the secured ones. You can download the 100% Original apk file of Root Explorer from our site without any survey or any other annoying process as well as give you a detailed guide on how to use Root Explorer. There are many websites that provide a modified version of root explorer that can
cause damage to your device or any other unwanted activities. We will not be liable for any damage caused to you by the use of modified Root Explorer. RECOMMENDED APP: YouTube Vanced: Get YouTube premium features for FREE with YouTube Vanced Apk. Main features:- Manage files:- You can open and
manage the files that you would otherwise not have been able to do with the default Android file manager on your device. Excess to Hidden Content:-You can view data that is hidden in android for security purposes such as data of the apps and games you downloaded. Multiple tabs:- You can open multiple tabs in root
explorer as you do in browsers. It supports google drive, Dropbox and other online storage. It has SQLite database viewer, multiple select for files, reassemble files, send files via Bluetooth, email, etc, and many more exciting features. RECOMMENDED APP: YouTube Vanced Download Requirements:- All devices
running Android 4.0 or higher and about 4MB of free internal storage can download and install root explorer apk. Download Root explorer 4.4.2 Install it on your device. If you download on PC transfer to your android device first. In your Android device, you should enable installations from unknown sources. Then press to
open it. Go to the data folder. Then again navigate to the next data folder. Now, find the folder for your game that you want to hack. Once you're in your game's folder, go to shared_prefs. Now go to game name.xml file. game-name=name of the game you want to hack. Then edit the code where everything you want. For
example, to change the score, edit this line, &lt;int = = = name=score value=0&lt;&lt;/int&gt; type 123456 or any value you want instead of 0). Then click the Save button. Enjoy There is no need to dislike root explorer. This app works smoothly, it's fast and reliable and most of everything uses little memory, both device
storage and RAM while using it. Download root Explorer 4.2.4 Q FAQ. Is root explorer safe to use? Response. It depends on you. Using root explorer can cause some damage to the apps/games you've installed on your device if you've removed any important elements in the app or game required to run them. In
addition, you can also remove system audio or any other basic requirement of your android device and the device may fail to run correctly. So we advise you not to use ANY FEATURE that you are not aware of. If you don't know what's going to happen don't try it. Just do quick Google search on the name of the file you
want to change and you will know if you should or keep it untouched. Q. Am I banned if the app or game developer discovers that I'm using Root Explorer? Response. The app or game developer won't know that you're using root explorer because it's designed in such a way. In addition, there is no single evidence of our
user getting banned by using root explorer. Q. Are all apps and games supported? Ans. Game: The offline games can be hacked by root explorer. We can not use this app to hack online games because this can change only the data stored in your device only but in the case of offline games, they are stored in the server
of the game, so we can not change them as we can not have access to the server. So, to hack such games you need to hack a server that is not possible with any kind of tool available for android until today. Apps: Actually, there's not much you can do to apps but still all apps are supported. You can easily change them
but be sure what you are doing. Q. My device says the installation is blocked. What should I do? Response. This is because your device blocks the installation from unknown sources by default for security reasons but you are 100% safe with root explorer. So you can follow the following steps to fix this. Go to android
device settings=&gt;Applications. Now enable Unknown Sources. In some devices, it may be somewhere else. You should search for this option and enable it to get root explorer on your device. Q. What are the detailed features of Root Explorer? Response. There are many features in Root Explorer. Most of the features
are described below: Multiple tabs: Root explorer is one of the few apps beyond the browser that has this feature. You can open multiple tabs as you do in web browsers. This feature is useful and easy to use. Google Drive, Box, Dropbox and network (SMB) support: Root explorer supports this online storage. so that you
can directly sync your files to this storage. SQLite database viewer. Text editor: You can edit plain text files and add or remove content at your request. It is extremely useful and easy to use. You can use this feature in most cases but sometimes if it doesn't work you can try other methods as well. Create and extract zip or
take/gzip files, extract rar archives: These files are not readable by default file view on android. So, this feature is useful because many files you download from the internet are in this format. Multiple selections: You can select more than one item at a time. Perform scripts: The scripts stored on your device can be
run/executed using root explorer. Search, remount, and view permissions: You can search for a specific file with their name or any folder with its name. You can view the permissions allowed to the app and also change them. Bookmarks: You can bookmark a specific folder and get instant the next time you open root
explorer. Send files (via email, Bluetooth, etc). Picture Image APK binary XML viewer: You can view the XML file in the APK file and edit them, but be careful. You can damage the app or game change file owner/group. create a symbolic link. Open with facility. MD5. create shortcuts. DOWNLOAD LINK:- Download root
Explorer 4.4.2 SCREENSHOTS:- END NOTE: Root Explorer is actually an amazing, useful, and multipurpose must-have android app that is very popular and easy to use. However, improper use of this app can cause serious damage and you may also lose your app or games and their data. So, its improper use will take
you nowhere but brings pain a lot. We recommend you not even try something you're not sure about. We hope you enjoy using this app, use this properly, and get no problems. But sometimes we make mistakes and everything can go wrong at any time. If you also did something wrong and can't fix it, you can always
comment below. We'd love to help you. In addition, your mistakes can be knowledge to someone else and we can also learn new ideas from you. So, we kindly ask you to share your experiences, errors, mistakes, new ideas or anything you want to share other than your non-relevant links or any other spam comments.
Comments.
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